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an urban economy. Seniors can bring significant benefits – such as vitality and competitiveness – to population focuses on the negative aspects, this enlightening book argues that While much of the current literature on the economic consequences of an aging “knowledge city” strategies.’ The authors deserve credit for “rowing against the stream” and asking our attention for the possible roles of seniors to the urban economy.

Elders can bring significant benefits – such as vitality and competitiveness – to student communities. It may also serve as an eye-opener in urban policy circles as it pays attention to a segment of society that may have been overlooked in this age of “creative city” and globalization. Hopefully their book will inspire researchers and students to continue exploring this issue in more detail. It may also serve as an eye-opener in urban policy circles as it pays attention to a segment of society that may have been overlooked in this age of “creative city” and “knowledge city” strategies.

While much of the current literature on the economic consequences of an aging population focuses on the negative aspects, this enlightening book argues that seniors can bring significant benefits – such as vitality and competitiveness – to an urban economy.

The Aging Population and the Competitiveness of Cities

Benefits to the Urban Economy

Peter Karl Kresl, Bucknell University, US and Daniele Ietri, University of Turin, Italy

“The authors deserve credit for “rowing against the stream” and asking our attention for the possible contributions of seniors to the urban economy. Hopefully their book will inspire researchers and students to continue exploring this issue in more detail. It may also serve as an eye-opener in urban policy circles as it pays attention to a segment of society that may have been overlooked in this age of “creative city” and “knowledge city” strategies.”

– Marco Bontje, International Journal of Housing Policy

While much of the current literature on the economic consequences of an aging population focuses on the negative aspects, this enlightening book argues that seniors can bring significant benefits – such as vitality and competitiveness – to an urban economy.
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